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Recommendation ITU-T Z.120 

Message Sequence Chart (MSC) 

Amendment 1 
 

Appendix I – Application of MSC 

I.1 Introduction 
This appendix addresses the problem of possible applications of message sequence charts (MSCs). 
The main part of this Recommendation states that MSCs are meant to "describe interactions 
between a number of independent message passing Instances". In addition to this, MSCs are "a 
scenario language", "a graphical language", "a formal language", and are "widely applicable", that 
is not "tailored for one single application domain". These application domains are not explicitly 
defined in the main part of this Recommendation, which leaves ground for the following 
interpretation that MSCs can be used in almost any context, without restriction. This is not the case, 
and recent literature has shown that with their whole expressive power, several applications of 
MSCs were impracticable. 

Among the applications of MSC, the following are frequently addressed:  
• Model checking,  
• Comparison of specifications,  
• Specification and implementation. 

This list is not exhaustive, but has been well covered by the literature in the last decade. In 
particular, several publications have shown that these applications can be undecidable problems for 
MSCs, that is there exists no algorithm that takes as an input any MSC and that terminates with as 
output a correct solution. The objective of this appendix is to provide a list of known decision 
problems that are impracticable in general for MSCs, and a list of syntactic criteria that ensure 
decidability of some of the problems listed. 

This appendix is organized as follows. Clause I.2 gives a more precise definition of the model 
checking or comparison problems that can be considered for MSCs, and of the notion of 
implementation of MSCs. Clause I.4 identifies syntactic subclasses of MSCs called regular MSCs, 
local choice MSCs and globally cooperative MSCs for which model checking, comparison, or 
implementation problems have a solution.  

I.2 Problems 

I.2.1 Model checking 

The usual definition of model checking is verifying whether a logic formula φ, described with a 
specific syntax, is satisfied by a model M. This is written M |= φ. Several popular logics exist. We 
can cite linear temporal logic (LTL), computational tree logic (CTL), CTL*, alternating-time 
temporal logic (ATL), and the modal μ-calculus. For an introduction to model checking and logics, 
interested readers may consult [b-Clarke99], and [b-Holzmann99]. 

Temporal logics are frequently used to ensure that modelled systems satisfy some safety or liveness 
properties. Logics can address properties of global states, or question the structure of the model 
itself, and the interpretation of a formula φ depends on the semantics of the logic. Similarly, the 
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usual interpretation of model checking is that the formulae address properties of runs and global 
states of the model. 

An example of linear temporal logic (LTL) formula is:  

  φ1 = G(a ⇒ F b) 

With the LTL semantics, if a and b are action names, this property means that it is always true that 
when action a is played, then action b is eventually played. A whole description of LTL and other 
logics is beyond the scope of this appendix. 

 

Figure I.1 – An MSC description with an alternative 

For message sequence charts, the runs of a description are defined by the semantics provided by 
[b-ITU-T Z.120 Annex B]. For a given MSC description M, we will denote by L(M) the set of all 
runs defined by M. Note also that an MSC description does not only represent a set of runs, but also 
a set of basic MSCs, that can be obtained by unfolding loops, replacing alternatives by a single 
choice, etc. Consider, for instance, the MSC description of Figure I.1. This description defines two 
possible MSCs that are depicted in Figure I.2. 
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Figure I.2 – Basic MSC interpretation of the MSC in Figure I.1 

From now on, we will denote by F(M) the set of basic MSCs (bMSCs) described by an MSC 
description M.  

Frequently, checking a logical formula over runs of a model M is equivalent to verifying joint 
properties of runs of the model and of a finite state automaton Rφ computed from the formula. For 
instance, an automaton R⌐φ1 associated to the negation of formula φ1 above is depicted in Figure I.3. 
This automaton describes all runs that do not satisfy φ1. Checking whether a MSC M satisfies φ1  
consists in verifying that the set of runs described by M and by the automaton R⌐φ1 are disjoint.  

Z.120(04)Amd1_FI.3

0 1a b∧?

? b *

 

Figure I.3 – An automaton R⌐φ1 collecting runs that satisfy ⌐φ1 

To model-check logical properties on message sequence charts specifications, tools have to provide 
an answer to a question of the kind: 

 (Mc1) L(M) ⊆ Rφ  ? 

 (Mc2) Rφ  ⊆ L(M) ? 

 (Mc3) L(M) ∩ Rφ = ∅ ? 

Where M is the MSC description, φ a logical formula, Rφ a finite state automaton that describes sets 
of runs that satisfy (or do not satisfy) φ. Here, Mc1 occurs when Rφ models all acceptable 
behaviours: the behaviours of the MSC specification should be contained in the behaviours of Rφ 
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and the user wants a positive answer. Mc2 occurs when Rφ models the bad properties of all 
behaviours that should not occur, and the user expects a negative answer. Mc3 occurs when Rφ 
models behaviours that have some undesired property, and the user expects a negative answer. 
Within this setting, comparison of the runs of an MSC with a finite state automaton should be a 
tractable problem.  

I.2.2 Comparison of MSC descriptions 
Comparison of MSC descriptions is another problem close to model checking. As there might be 
several ways to describe similar behaviours with message sequence charts, the questions of the 
equivalence of two descriptions might be interesting. For two MSC descriptions M1 and M2, one 
may also want to verify that M2 is an extension of M1, i.e., that all behaviours described by M1 can 
be found in M2. This comparison can occur at the level of runs, or at the level of basic MSCs 
generated by two MSC specifications. Hence, comparing two MSC specifications M1 and M2 
resumes to answering any of the six following questions: 

 (EquivL) L(M1) = L(M2) ?  

 (RefL)   L(M1) ⊆ L(M2) ?  

 (IntL)   L(M1) ∩ L(M2)=∅ ?  

 (EquivF) F(M1) = F(M2) ?  

 (RefF)  F(M1) ⊆ F(M2) ?  

 (IntF)  F(M1) ∩ F(M2) =∅ ?  

I.2.3 Specification and implementation 
Message sequence charts allow for the description of interactions. It is then tempting to consider 
them as a specification or even as a development and programming language. However, not all 
MSC descriptions can be implemented. Consider for instance the example of Figure I.9. In this 
MSC, two systems are performing actions, namely count for instance System1, and recount for 
instance System2. Implicitly, in all bMSCs depicted by this description, the number of occurrences 
of actions count and recount executed by both instances should be the same. However, the two 
systems never communicate. Hence, without providing additional mechanisms to synchronize 
System1 and System2, the description of Figure I.9 cannot be implemented.  

If a user considers that message sequence charts present behaviours at a certain abstraction level, 
this kind of description is not a real problem, as using additional messages in implementations of 
this description is allowed. Now, if the MSC description is considered as complete, i.e., all message 
actions, timers and so on that will be used by any implementation appear in the description, then 
some MSC descriptions cannot be implemented. 

A general approach to implement a MSC description is to implement the behaviour of each instance 
separately (for instance with SDL) [b-Khendek99]. However, it has been shown that not all MSC 
descriptions can be implemented this way [b-Alur05], as some additional unspecified behaviours 
appear in the generated implementation. When a MSC description can be implemented by 
separating all instances behaviours, it will be called a realizable MSC. 

Hence, a natural question that arises for a given MSC description M is:  

 (Rez)  is M realizable ?  

In general, there is no procedure to answer the realizability question [b-Alur05]. However, recent 
results [b-Genest02], [b-Genest04], and [b-Helouet00] have shown that a slight modification of the 
message contents can allow for the implementation of some subclasses of MSCs.  
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I.3 General undecidable results 
A problem whose answer can be yes or no is called decidable when there exists an algorithm that 
can compute a correct answer for any instance of this problem. If such algorithm does not exist, the 
problem is said to be undecidable.  

 (Mc1)  L(M) ⊆ Rφ ? 

 (Mc2)  Rφ ⊆ L(M) ? 

 (Mc3)  L(M) ∩ Rφ = ∅ ? 

 (EquivL)  L(M1) = L(M2) ?  

 (RefL)   L(M1) ⊆ L(M2) ?  

 (IntL)   L(M1) ∩ L(M2)=∅ ?  

 (EquivF) F(M1) = F(M2) ?  

 (RefF)  F(M1) ⊆ F(M2) ?  

 (IntF)  F(M1) ∩ F(M2) =∅ ?  

 (Rez)   is M realizable ?  

are undecidable problems. This does not mean that model checking, comparison or 
implementability of MSCs are always untractable problems for MSCs (i.e., they have no 
algorithmic solution), but rather that when considering a target application for an MSC description, 
users have to make sure that their specification meets some syntactical requirements. Some simple 
syntactic criteria allow for the characterization of several kinds of MSC descriptions (or MSC 
subclasses) that enable the decidability of some of the problems listed above.  

I.4 Syntactical description of MSC subclasses 
Due to the undecidability result cited in clause I.3, several applications could be considered as 
impossible for message sequence charts. Several restrictions to the use of MSC constructs have 
been defined. This clause lists three of them, and for each syntactical subclass lists the possible 
applications.  

I.4.1 Regular MSCs (RMSCs) 
The set of runs of a regular MSC forms a regular language. This means that this set can be 
represented by a finite state machine, but also that usual techniques of model checking can be 
applied to regular MSC. An MSC description forms a regular MSC description if, in all loops that 
can appear in the description, all messages that are sent are acknowledged, either directly or 
indirectly, and if the body of the loop does not form disconnected parts of behaviours.  
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System1

msc Data

loop

System2

DATA

msc
inst 

   instance
loop begin shared all

out to
loop end

    endinstance
    instance

loop begin shared all

in from
        loop end;
    endinstance;
endmsc; 

 Data; 
System1, System2;

 System1; 
         simpleloop ;
            DATA  System2; 
        ;

;
 System2; 

          simpleloop ;

            DATA  System1; 

 

Figure I.4 – A non-regular MSC 

Consider for instance the MSC description of Figure I.4. In message sequence charts, messages are 
considered asynchronous. This specification then describes a protocol where instance System1 does 
not have to wait for an acknowledgement of DATA messages before sending the next message. 
Runs of this MSC cannot be depicted by a finite state automaton. The second condition is illustrated 
by the MSC Count of Figure I.9. In this MSC description, all MSCs in F(Count) contain the same 
number of occurrences of atomic actions count and recount. The runs of this MSC cannot be 
described with a finite state automaton. The MSC Acknowledge of Figure I.5 fulfils the conditions 
to be regular.  

Z.120(04)Amd1_FI.5

System1

msc Acknowledge

loop

System2 System3

Acknowledge

Interrupt

Stop

msc
inst 
   instance

loop begin shared all
out to
in from

loop end
    endinstance
    instance

loop begin shared all
in from

            out to
        loop end;
    endinstance;
    instance

loop begin shared all
in from

            out to
        loop end;
    endinstance;
endmsc; 

 Acknowledge; 
System1, System2, System3;

 System1; 
          simpleloop ;
            Interrupt  System2; 
             Ack  System3; 
        ;

;
 System2; 

          simpleloop ;
            Interrupt  System1; 

 Stop  System3;

 System3; 
          simpleloop ;
             Stop  System2; 

 Ack  System1;

 

Figure I.5 – A regular MSC 
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To summarize, the following questions might be solved by appropriate algorithms for the class of 
regular MSCs: Mc1, Mc2, Mc3, EquivL, RefL, IntL. 

I.4.2 Local choice MSCs (LMSCs) 
An MSC description is called a local choice MSC when, for all alternatives, there is one single 
instance which can take the decision of how to continue interactions with other instances.  

Consider the example of Figure I.6. MSC Local is a local choice MSC, as for both behaviours in the 
alternative, instance System1 chooses how the interaction will continue, by sending a message to 
System2. MSC Nonlocal in Figure I.7 is not a local choice MSC, as the decision to perform one of 
the alternative scenarios can be taken either by System1 or by System3. There is a chance that an 
implementation of such a scenario leads to a deadlock situation, if the program implementing 
System1 behaves as in the first part of the alternative, and the program implementing System3 
behaves as in the second part of the alternative.  

Z.120(04)Amd1_FI.6

Continue

System1

msc Local

alt

System2

Stop

Interrupt

msc
inst 
    instance

alt begin shared all
out to

alt;
out to

alt end
    endinstance
    instance

alt begin shared all
in from
action

alt;
            in from
        alt end;
    endinstance;
endmsc;

 Local; 
System1, System2;

 System1; 
          simplealt ;
             Interrupt  System2; 
        
             Continue  System2; 
        ;

;
 System2; 

          simplealt ;
             Interrupt  System1; 
             Stop;
        

Continue  System2;

 

Figure I.6 – A local choice MSC 
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System1

msc Nonlocal1

alt

System2 System3

Interrupt

Continue

msc
inst 
   instance

alt begin shared all
out to

alt;
alt end

    endinstance
    instance

alt begin shared all
in from

alt;
            in from
        alt end;
    endinstance;
    instance

alt begin shared all
        alt;
            out to
        alt end;
    endinstance;
endmsc;

 Nonlocal1; 
System1, System2, System3;

 System1; 
          simplealt ;
            Interrupt  System2; 
        
        ;

;
 System2; 

          simplealt ;
            Interrupt  System1; 
        

Continue  System3;

 System3; 
          simplealt ;

Continue  System2; 

 

Figure I.7 – A non-local choice MSC 

Note that local choice property is not purely local to an alternative frame. Consider for instance the 
example of Figure I.7. According to the semantics of MSCs [b-Reniers99], and [b-ITU-T Z.120 
Annex B], instance System3 can decide to send message Acknowledge without waiting for the 
decision of System1. However, if message Acknowledge is sent, this means that nothing occurs in 
the alt frame on instance System3, and then that the first behaviour of the alternative is ruled out.  
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        in  from 
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            in from
        alt;
        alt end;
        out to
    endinstance;
endmsc;

 Nonlocal2; 
System1, System2, System3;

 System1; 
          simplealt ;
            Interrupt  System2; 
        
             Continue  System2; 
        ;

;
 System2; 

          simplealt ;
            Interrupt  System1; 
             Stop  System3; 
        

Continue  System3;

Acknowledge System3

 System3; 
          simplealt ;

 Stop  System2; 

 Acknowledge  System2; 

 

Figure I.8 – A non-local MSC 

An important property of local choice MSCs is that they can be implemented, provided some 
additional control information is added to the contents of messages that are exchanged between 
instances. For more information, read [b-Helouet00], and [b-Genest02]. Local choice MSCs are a 
subclass of globally cooperative MSCs described hereafter.  

I.4.3 Globally cooperative MSCs (GCMSCs) 

An MSC description is globally cooperative if, in all loops that can appear in the description, the 
body of the loop does not form disconnected parts of behaviours running on distinct groups of 
instances. MSC Counting in Figure I.9 is not a globally cooperative MSC: the part of the MSC 
enclosed in the loop frame contains two atomic actions located on different instances. MSC Data of 
Figure I.5 is globally cooperative.  

For two globally cooperative MSCs M1 and M2, the following properties are decidable: 

 (EquivF) F(M1) = F(M2) ?  

 (RefF)  F(M1) ⊆ F(M2) ?  

 (IntF)  F(M1) ∩ F(M2) =∅?  

When considering two MSC descriptions M1 and M2, whenever M2 is globally cooperative, the 
following problems have an algorithmic solution.  

 (EquivF) F(M1) = F(M2) ?  
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 (RefF)  F(M1) ⊆ F(M2) ?  

There are also generic implementation procedures for globally cooperative MSCs [b-Genest04], but 
the drawback is that the obtained implementations can contain deadlocks, which is in general an 
undesirable property of a system.  

Z.120(04)Amd1_FI.9

System1

msc Counting

loop

System2

RecountCount

msc
inst 
    instance

loop begin shared all
action

loop end
    endinstance

    instance
loop begin shared all

            action

        loop end;
    endinstance;
endmsc; 

 Counting; 
System1, System2;

 System1; 

         simpleloop ;
             count; 
        ;

;

 System2; 
         simpleloop ;

 recount; 

 

Figure I.9 – A non-globally cooperative MSC 

I.5 Summary of results 
We recall here the relationship between different classes of MSCs. Local choice MSCs and regular 
MSCs are necessarily globally cooperative MSCs. This table should be read line by line, i.e., for 
inclusion of subclasses (⊆), the class mentioned by each line is contained in the class mentioned by 
the column. 

Table I.1 – Comparison of syntactical subclasses of MSCs 

 RMSC LMSC GCMSC MSC 

RMSC =  ⊆ ⊆ 
LMSC  = ⊆ ⊆ 

GCMSC   = ⊆ 
MSC    = 

Table I.2 below recalls the decidability of the problems listed in clause I.2. "Yes" means that the 
considered problem is decidable for the class of MSC. "No" means that the considered problem is 
undecidable for the class of MSC. Note that for Mc1, Mc2 and Mc3, there is no immediate answer, 
as the existence of a decision procedure for local choice and globally cooperative depends on the 
nature of the properties considered.  

Table I.2 – Decidable problems for MSC subclasses 

 Mc1 Mc2 Mc3 EquivL EquivF RefL RefF IntL IntF Rez 

MSC No No No No No No No No No No 
RMSC Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
LMSC ? ? ? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

GCMSC ? ? ? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
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Table I.3 below recalls the different classes of MSC that can be implemented, and the restrictions 
(presence of deadlocks).  

Table I.3 – Implementation of MSCs 

 Implementation 

MSC ? 
RMSC ? 
LMSC With additional control information on messages 

GCMSC With deadlocks 

I.6 Recommendations 
We give here a list of recommendations according to the targeted application for a MSC 
specification. 

I.6.1 Model checking 
If the targeted application is model-checking of message sequence charts, the MSC description 
should remain regular, that is, for every loop:  
• All messages sent from an instance I1 to an instance I2 should be acknowledged, either 

directly or indirectly.  
• If the loop comports two atomic actions located on different instances, then there must be a 

direct or indirect message exchange between the instances where these actions are located.  

I.6.2 Comparison of MSC specifications 
If the targeted application is a comparison of specifications, then the message sequence charts used 
should remain globally cooperative, that is, for every loop, each instance or group of instance must 
either send or receive a message from the rest of the instances participating to the loop.  

I.6.3 Implementation 
If the targeted application is implementation of specifications, then the message sequence charts 
used should remain local choice, that is, for every alternative, the parts of the MSC in the scope of 
each part of this alternative should start with events located on a single instance.  
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